
SWORN COMPLAINT FORM 
(Form May Be Subject to Public Disclosure)* 

 

AS REQUIRED BY GOVERNMENT CODE SECTION 83115, please complete the form 

below to file a sworn complaint with the Fair Political Practices Commission. 

 

Mail the complaint to: Enforcement Division 

Fair Political Practices Commission 

428 J Street, Suite 620 

Sacramento, CA 95814 

 

NOTE:  The Fair Political Practices Commission does not enforce or address violations of the Brown 

Act, the content of campaign communications, residency requirements, the inappropriate use of public 

funds or resources (including use of uniforms or equipment), placement of campaign signs or 

materials on public property, or violation of a local campaign rule or campaign ordinance. 

 

 

 

 

Person Making Complaint 
 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

 Oedekerk   

 

 Steve   

Street Address: 

     

 

City:  State:  Zip: 9    

 

Telephone:  (       

 

Fax: ( ) -   
 

E-mail:    

 

 

 



 

*IMPORTANT NOTICE 

 

Under the California Public Records Act (Gov. Code Section 6250 and following), this sworn 

complaint and your identity as the complainant may be subject to public disclosure.  Unless the 

Chief of Enforcement deems otherwise, within three business days of receiving your sworn 

complaint we will send a copy of it to the person(s) you allege violated the law. 

 

In some circumstances, the FPPC may claim your identity is confidential, and therefore not subject 

to disclosure.  A court of law could ultimately make the determination of confidentiality.  If you 

wish the FPPC to consider your identity confidential, do not file the complaint before you contact 

the FPPC to discuss the complaint at (916) 322-5660 or toll free at (866) 275-3772. 



Person(s) Who Allegedly Violated the Political Reform Act:  (If there are multiple parties involved, 

attach additional pages as necessary.) 
 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

 Williams   

 

 Robert _ 

Committee Name: SJC Planning Commission and Design Review Committee   

(only if applicable) 

 

Street Address: 
     

 

City:  State:  Zip:    

 

Telephone:  (       

 

Fax: (       

 

E-mail:  r    

 

 

Describe, With as Much Particularity as Possible, the Facts Constituting the Alleged Violation(s) 

and How You Have Personal Knowledge that it Occurred.* 
 

  See Attachment A   
 

 

*IMPORTANT! Attach copies of any available documentation that is evidence of the 

violation, (for example, copies of checks, campaign materials, minutes of meetings, etc., if 

applicable to the complaint.) Note that a newspaper article is NOT considered evidence of 
a violation. 



Provision(s)/Section(s) of the Political Reform Act Allegedly Violated and When the Violation(s) 

Occurred:  (If specific sections are not known, please provide a brief summary) 

 

 

 

 

 

# # # 
 

Name and Addresses of Potential Witnesses, Other than Yourself, if Known: 

 

Last Name:    
 

First Name:    

 

Street Address: 

 

 

 

City: State: Zip: 

   

 

Telephone: ( ) - 
   

 

Fax: ( ) - 
   

 

E-mail: 
 



 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing 

is true and correct. 
 

 

   4/15/16   
(Signature) (Date) 

 

Steve Oedekerk 
 

(Please Print Your Name) 

 

 

  



ATTACHMENT A 

 

Describe, With as Much Particularity as Possible, the Facts Constituting the Alleged 

Violation(s) and How You Have Personal Knowledge that it Occurred. 

 

After reviewing the FPPC advice letter to Rob Williams dated January 20, 2016 (File No. 

A-15-240), as a directly affected party in these issues, it is important to provide relevant 

information that I do not believe the Fair Political Practice Commissioners had access to 

at the time of their initial determination.  I respectfully request a thorough review of the 

content of this complaint, which provides facts showing that Robert Williams is affecting 

government decisions in which he has a disqualifying conflict of interest.  Following is a 

brief overview of topics contained herein: 

1. Rob Williams’ Financial Interests in Dan Friess and Friess Development including 

the depth of Dan Friess within Bill Griffith’s business  

2. Rob Williams Affecting Governmental Decisions over a Competing Project of a 

Recent Employer 

3. Rob Williams Affecting Governmental Decisions that Can Financially Award a 

Recent Employer 

4. Rob Williams Currently in the Process of Affecting Governmental Decisions 

Affecting his own City Lawsuit 

5. Misleading Answers and Lack of Detail and Clarity in Rob Williams’ Initial 

Correspondence with the FPPC 

 

  



1) ROB WILLIAMS’ FINANCIAL INTERESTS IN DAN FRIESS AND FRIESS 

DEVELOPMENT 

Here is a clip from the FPPC advice letter to Rob Williams dated January 20, 2016: 

 

In the above, a determination was made that, although Rob Williams does have 

financial interests in Friess Development Group, “…there is no indication that Mr. Griffith 

has the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of Friess 

Development.”  For your review and research, the following information shows Bill 

Griffith not only has the power to direct or cause the direction of the actions of Dan 

Friess and his company(s), but has enormous power in this arena (section in italics): 

 

Within the Bill Griffith world of SJC ownership, Dan Friess’ various titles and 

participations range includes: Principal, Property Manager, Asset Manager, 

Applicant, Representative, Partner, and Friess Property Company as 

Development Manager, cross referenced with the variety of Bill Griffith owned 

properties, companies and entities including: Mission Commercial Properties, South 

Coast Investors II, LLC, The Mission Inn Hotel Project, Los Rios Plaza, SPM Las 

Hadas, LLC, the Egan House, Esslinger Building, Clock Tower Building, Serra 

Plaza, Bank of America Building, Ross Medical Building, Solana Rincon Building, 

Capistrano Village Center, and Rivendell Land Company. 

 

Overview of Connections and Dan Friess Titles in Bill Griffith owned Companies 

& Projects: 

Bill Griffith owned Mission Commercial 
Properties Inc.  

 Management of SJC Bill Griffith 
Properties 

Dan Friess, Principal 

Bill Griffith owned South Coast 

Investors II, LLC 

 owners of Mission Inn Hotel project 

Friess Property Company: Development 
Manager 
Mission Commercial Properties Inc: Dan 
Friess Principal 



Bill Griffith owned Rivendell Land 
Company 

 Development entity for Bill Griffith 
Properties 

Dan Friess, Property Manager 

Mission Inn Design Team Friess Property Company: Development 

Manager 

Bill Griffith owned Los Rios Plaza Dan Friess, Asset Manager 

Bill Griffith owned SPM Las Hadas, LLC Dan Friess (Listed under “owner” on 
City application no title provided) 

Bill Griffith owned Egan House  

 Property Owner listed as Griffith 

Owned “Rivendell Land Company” 

 

Dan Friess Listed as “Applicant” with 
address of Griffith owned Esslinger 
Building 

Bill Griffith owned Clocktower Building Dan Friess, Applicant 

Bill Griffith owned Esslinger Building Dan Friess works at, and his work 
address is in same building with Bill 
Griffith 

Numerous Locations including Press and 
City Reports 

Dan Friess described as Bill Griffith’s         
“Representative” and/or “Partner” 

Orange County Register Article 11/19/15 Dan Friess and Bill Griffith “…have 
worked together to develop other 
properties in the downtown district, 
including the Esslinger Building and 
the site of the Mission Inn hotel.” 

* Above data pulled from SJC City submissions, documents, Agenda & Staff Reports, 

and press. 

 

Clips from the FPPC advice letter to Rob Williams dated January 20, 2016 are boxed 

with shadow: 

 

Rob Williams has interest in Dan Friess, as the contractor that hired him, and Friess 

Development Group as a source of income. 



 

Bill Griffith indeed participates in and has the power to direct and cause the direction of 

the management and policies in Dan Friess and his companies that are employed on 

his own properties. This is a constant and continuing dynamic across a rolodex of 

company names and titles, between the two, on Bill Griffith owned projects and 

properties.  Bill Griffith himself, in his own press releases and articles, describes exactly 

what he himself is doing with his own properties.  Then Dan Friess, in whatever version 

of title, proceeds to work, meet, and actively implement these announcements and 

declarations. 

 

2) ROB WILLIAMS AFFECTING GOVERNMENTAL DECISIONS OVER A 

COMPETING PROJECT OF A RECENT EMPLOYER 

As determined, Rob Williams has financial interest in Dan Friess/Friess Development.  

Dan Friess is now acting as Development Manager on the current Mission Inn Hotel 

submission which, as our Kimpton Hotel Capistrano submission, is located in the 

Historic Town Center of San Juan Capistrano.  The Mission Inn Hotel project is owned 

by South Coast Investors II, LLC, a Bill Griffith owned and controlled company. 

 At the Design Review Committee Meeting on February 11, 2016, where both the 

Hotel Capistrano project and Mission Inn project presented, Bill Griffith directly 

referred to us and the Hotel Capistrano project as “the competition…” (2:44:30 in 

DRC Meeting Video 2/11/2016)  

 If you refer to the grid of Dan Friess & Bill Griffith connections above, you will find 

that Dan Friess and the Friess Property Company is the Development Manager 

of the Mission Inn project.  Dan Friess is present and active in all meetings and 

City related processes regarding the Mission Inn project. 

 Rob Williams has been recently, directly employed by Dan Friess on Bill Griffith 

owned buildings and projects, and has taken compensation for work. 

 Based on a meeting with the Assistant City Attorney, Rob Williams recused 

himself from the Mission Inn Project at the DRC Meeting on 2/11/16, stating: 

“Yeah, I want to take this time to recuse myself on this project, I have a 

relationship with Dan Friess and since this is his project I feel it’s probably best 

based on a perceived conflict of interest for me to step away and leave…” 

(1:59:14 in DRC Meeting Video 2/11/2016) 

 As we and our Hotel Capistrano project are being directly addressed by the 

owner of the Mission Inn as “the competition…” there is a clear conflict of interest 



as the Mission Inn Development Manager (Dan Friess) has directly hired Rob 

Williams on more than one Bill Griffith owned property (Egan House and Clock 

Tower Building).  With his seat on the Design Review Committee and as Chair of 

the Planning Commission, Rob Williams is in the position to service a recent 

employer with financial advantage by complicating or delaying our competing 

hotel project. 

 As Rob Williams is an individual who is directly employed by those with, by their 

own definition, a competing project, and would stand to financially benefit from 

our project being delayed, hindered, complicated or blocked. 

 Rob Williams’ decisions regarding our Kimpton Hotel Project will have a direct 

effect on the Contractor that hired him. 

o In Rob Williams’ own words referring to the Mission Inn: “…I have a 

relationship with Dan Friess and since this is his project…” (1:59:14 in 

DRC Meeting Video 2/11/2016) 

  
Images of Dan Friess taken from Mission Inn / Inn at the Mission Facebook Page 

https://www.facebook.com/InnAtMissionSJC/ 

 

3) ROB WILLIAMS AFFECTING GOVERNMENTAL DECISIONS THAT CAN 

FINANCIALLY AWARD A RECENT EMPLOYER 

I will bullet point the following, as there is enough overlap of agendas and “various hats” 

to possibly be confusing:   

 Rob Williams was employed by a Contractor (Dan Friess) on the Egan House… 

 The Egan House is a building also presently being used as the primary basis to 

pass onerous downzoning on our property that, with certain Planning 

Commission recommendations (which Rob Williams sits as Chair), could restrict 

us from building our Hotel project… 

 …which in turn would financially benefit the Mission Inn Hotel Project… 

 …which has the exact same Contractor (Dan Friess) that employed Rob Williams 

on the Egan House, now acting as Development Manager on the Mission Inn 

Hotel project… 

 …with Bill Griffith landing as owner of both the Egan House and the Mission Inn 

Hotel project. 

https://www.facebook.com/InnAtMissionSJC/


 …with Bill Griffith’s past being: Directly working together with Rob Williams to 

stop a previous hotel project on the same site, endorsing Rob Williams’ 

fabricated out-of-scale rendering of same hotel in an OC Register Article, 

endorsing and funding Rob Williams’ run for City Council, sending a letter 

endorsing Rob Williams to be appointed to the Planning Commission, and 

employing Rob Williams, through Dan Friess, on both his Clocktower Building 

and Egan House remodel / construction renovation projects. 

 

BENEFIT TO DAN FRIESS AND BILL GRIFFITH – PATH TO PRESENT 

1. After working together to successfully terminate the last Hotel project on my site, 

Bill Griffith then purchased the Egan House, which sits adjacent to my property… 

2. Bill Griffith then purchased a property for his own hotel project… 

3. Bill Griffith presently utilizing the Egan House ownership, with he and Dan Friess 

active in supporting the redefining of a past line of resolution language in the 

HTCMP… 

4. …that was introduced by the three-man ad-hoc committee of which Rob Williams 

was a committee member… 

5. That is now before the Planning Commission which Rob Williams sits as Chair… 

6. That if ultimately passed would make us unable to build our present Kimpton 

Hotel Capistrano project. 

Both Dan Friess and Bill Griffith stand to financially benefit with any degree of delay, 

complication or termination of our Kimpton Hotel Capistrano project.  Rob Williams is in 

the position to effect these Governmental decisions. 

 

AD-HOC COMMITTEE LANGUAGE DETERMINATION – A CLOSER LOOK 

 Rob Williams acted as part of a three-man ad-hoc committee that was assigned 

to bring recommendations back to the SJC Planning Commission (of which he 

sits as Chair) in regards to the merging of the HTC Master Plan and the General 

Plan.  The HTC Master Plan Modifications, Page 15, Resolution 8C in relation to 

the Egan House states: “New buildings on directly adjoining lots must provide a 

minimum setback equal to the height of the new structure and such new 

buildings could not exceed the height of the historic structure.” 

 The Rob Williams influenced Ad-hoc recommended a code amendment to 

Resolution 8C adding: “limit the height of adjacent structures even if outside 

the recommended setback area.”  This code amendment would instantly 

introduce on my property a 3 Acre+ property wide/deep height restriction.  The 

first and only of its kind in San Juan Capistrano.  This suggested code 

amendment is extremely onerous as it alters the resolution author’s original 

intent, turning it into a property wide height restriction of 500+ feet across my 

property.  



o Please note that the standard for all other property owners in the Historic 

Town Center District is a height restrictive minimum setback of 0 (zero) 

feet.  Also note that there is not a single property in all of San Juan 

Capistrano that would have such a definition of height restrictive setback.   

o Also worthy of noting that our new Kimpton Hotel Capistrano project 

submission current setbacks are the largest setbacks of any property in 

the Historic Town Center: 

 Restaurant is setback 20 feet from the property line nearest the 

Egan House. 

 Hotel is setback 96 feet from the property line nearest the Egan 

House.   

 Nearly 100% of our neighboring comparables have buildings set at 

0 (zero) foot setback from their property lines, including the Egan 

House itself.   

 Our front restaurant building is set back further from the street than 

any building on Camino Capistrano in the HTC. 

 Our front restaurant building is a full story lower than the previous 

hotel submission on the property. 

 (THE ABOVE SPECIFICS ARE ONLY RELEVANT TO SHOW 

THAT IT IS DEFINITELY NOT OUR HOTEL PROJECT 

SUBMISSION THAT TRIGGERED A NEED FOR CODE 

AMENDMENT ON MY PROPERTY) 

 Bill Ramsey, the former SJC City Planning Director who authored and initiated 

the 8C language into the HTC Master Plan, has directly stated that the term 

“directly adjoining lots” in the original language was intended to mean “adjacent” 

and “at the side of” and that the concept of a property wide/deep height 

restriction is “absurd” and “ludicrous.” 

 If this Rob Williams influenced, ad-hoc recommended code amendment were 

implemented as such and turned to code, my property would land with egregious 

spot zoning, greatly differing from both the Form-Based Code for the Town 

Center District, all of my neighbors, and all properties in San Juan Capistrano. 

 Beyond having the direct effect of killing our Hotel project, absolutely no evidence 

or specific reasoning of any kind has been offered by the ad-hoc or any other 

party to support the need for this particular code amendment. 

This Rob Williams influenced, ad-hoc recommended code amendment, if turned to 

code, would effectively terminate our Hotel Project.  Rob Williams’ recent Contractor 

and employers would be greatly awarded with a distinct financial advantage in having a 

monopoly as the only Hotel in the Downtown of San Juan Capistrano.   

 

  



4) ROB WILLIAMS IS CURRENTLY IN THE PROCESS OF AFFECTING 

GOVERNMENTAL DECISIONS THAT IN TURN EFFECT HIS OWN CITY LAWSUIT 

Rob Williams, as a member of the Ad-hoc committee making recommendations to the 

Planning Commission, and as the acting Chair of the Planning Commission making 

recommendations to the City Council, on the topic of defining and refining the HTC 

Master Plan and the General Plan is in actuality participating in specific determinations 

that directly affect his own lawsuit.  Please note the logistics at play in Rob Williams’ 

“Save Our Historic Town Center” lawsuit against the City of San Juan Capistrano, and 

how they meet his Governmental Committee and Commission position(s) of authority: 

1. The “Save our Historic Town Center” Lawsuit, case, and its eventual ruling, 

directly involves definitions and determinations in the HTC Master Plan and how 

they effect and/or are implemented in the General Plan and Form Based Code. 

2. The three-person Ad-Hoc committee, which Rob Williams was a committee 

member reviewed and suggested elements in the HTC Master Plan and how 

they effect and/or are implemented in the General Plan and Form Based Code. 

3. The Planning Commission is currently reviewing and making recommendations 

regarding elements in the HTC Master Plan and how they effect and/or are 

implemented in the General Plan and Form Based Code. 

4. Rob Williams is in the position as a Planning Commissioner to influence and 

effect the logistics, positions, recommendations and determinations involved in 

his own court case against the City. 

These final determinations in the joining of these two plans, along with their specific 

effect on the property by property awards and restrictions that are currently in City 

Council and Commission Meeting discussions, will have significant direct financial 

effects on Rob Williams’ recent employers. 

 

5) LACK OF CLARITY AND MISLEADING ANSWERS IN ROB WILLIAMS’ INITIAL 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE FPPC 

 COMPLETELY INACCURATE RESPONSE TO FPPC QUESTION – In Rob 

Williams initial communications with the FPPC between he and John Wallace, 

the Assistant General Counsel of the FPPC, on 12/18/15, John Wallace poses 

the question: “Assuming the property owner is not a source of income, will the 

decisions have any effect on the contractor that hired you?”  Rob Williams 

response was: “No.”   



 

This answer is patently false.  The specific elements involved in Governmental 

decisions regarding the HTC Master Plan merging with the General Plan have 

significant effect on the contractor (Dan Friess).  As is outlined in the grid of Dan 

Friess & Bill Griffith connections above, you will find that Dan Friess is also a 

Principal in Mission Commercial Properties a Bill Griffith entity, as well as 

Property Manager for Rivendell Land Company, a Bill Griffith entity, that together 

own and manage a variety of properties in the downtown. 

 

The current Planning Commission agenda item of locking in details regarding the 

merging of the HTC Master Plan and the General Plan, making 

recommendations of which portions of the HTCMP should be eliminated and new 

suggestions of what should be included or restricted, have a direct and huge 

effect on both Dan Friess and Bill Griffith.  A single determination of the SJC 

Form-Based Code Floor Area Ratio of .5, expanding to .75 or 1.0 (as is one of 

the suggestions determined by the three-man ad-hoc committee that Rob 

Williams was a committee member of) would have beyond significant financial 

impact on properties owned and/or managed by Bill Griffith and Dan Friess.  This 

is only one single item in the 140+ page HTC Master Plan document that can be 

effected.  The current ad-hoc recommendations are a literal menu of benefit to 

Rob Williams’ employers. 

 

How one could answer the very direct question: “…will the decisions have any 

effect on the contractor that hired you…” with a “No.” is extremely difficult to 

conceive as an oversite when it is such an enormous juxtaposition to the truth.  

These Governing decisions will effect ordinances and codes that directly affect 



development parameters and can land with a huge benefit to one property 

owner, while leveraging another.  And this assessment is not hypothetical, as 

there are currently such suggested alterations active at this time. 

 

 LACK OF IMPORTANT AND RELEVANT DETAIL – In Rob Williams initial 

communications with the FPPC between he and John Wallace on 12/18/15, Rob 

Williams writes: “The owner of the Egan House which I’m the Architect for isn’t 

my client…the Contractor is my client…and the amount is over $500 in the last 

12 months…”  Rob Williams, although fully aware of the plethora of financial and 

business relationships between the owner (Bill Griffith) and the contractor (Dan 

Friess), made no attempt to supply any of this information to the FPPC, nor to 

disclose his personal relationship to the owner, Bill Griffith.  It appears “the less 

information the better” was the way to go.  Clip of communication here:  

 

 

As an additional point of clarification, it is important to note that the FPPC Advice Letter 

dated January 20, 2016 (File No. A-15-240), on Page 2, Paragraph 3, final sentence, 

the letter states: “Although the law suit is still pending, you and the other plaintiffs are 

not pursuing a money judgement or attorney’s fees from the City.”  It should be noted 

that Rob Williams and co-Plaintiffs are seeking attorney’s fees. 

 



Based on the above information outlining the many ties between financial income and 

Governmental decisions, Rob William’s direct financial relationship with Dan Friess who 

is directly impacted by Rob William’s current governmental decisions, Rob Williams’ 

employment realities, future employment likelihood, and the clear conflicts of interest in 

these matters, we are simply seeking to have Rob Williams recused from the DRC and 

Planning Commission regarding any items involving our Kimpton Hotel Capistrano 

project currently in process and/or all items that are specific to amending codes on my 

property located at 31878 Camino Capistrano. 

 

This has been a difficult time.  I and my family have been facing a lengthy road of a 

variety of tactics leveraging my property and property rights, the latest of which is 

covered with a thinly veiled paper trail of separation that in reality is a very savvy group 

that has been working together, and have enough collective experience to believe they 

can work the system.  Please feel free to contact me for any additional information or 

clarification.  Thank you very much for your time and consideration in reviewing this 

information. 

 

 

 

 

Steve Oedekerk 

 

 




